A Systematic Review of Case-Identification Algorithms Based on Italian Healthcare Administrative Databases for Three Relevant Diseases of the Nervous System: Parkinson's Disease, Multiple Sclerosis, and Epilepsy.
Parkinson's Disease (PD), Multiple Sclerosis (MS), and Epilepsy are three highly impactful health conditions affecting the nervous system. PD, MS, and epilepsy cases can be identified by means of Healthcare Administrative Databases (HADs) to estimate the occurrence of these diseases, to better monitor the adherence to treatments, and to evaluate patients' outcomes. Nevertheless, the absence of a validated and standardized approach makes it hard to quantify case misclassification. to identify and describe all PD, MS, and epilepsy case-identification algorithms by means of Italian HADs, through the review of papers published in the past 10 years. this study is part of a project that systematically reviewed case-identification algorithms for 18 acute and chronic conditions by means of HADs in Italy. PubMed was searched for original articles, published between 2007 and 2017, in Italian or English. The search string consisted of a combination of free text and MeSH terms with a common part that focused on HADs and a disease-specific part. All identified papers were screened by two independent reviewers. Pertinent papers were classified according to the objective for which the algorithm had been used, and only articles that used algorithms for primary objectives (I disease occurrence; II population/cohort selection; III outcome identification) were considered for algorithm extraction. The HADs used (hospital discharge records, drug prescriptions, etc.), ICD-9 and ICD-10 codes, ATC classification of drugs, follow-back periods, and age ranges applied by the algorithms have been reported. Further information on specific objective(s), accuracy measures, sensitivity analyses and the contribution of each HAD, have also been recorded. the search strategy led to the identification of 70 papers for PD, 154 for MS, and 100 for epilepsy, of which 3 papers for PD, 6 for MS, and 5 for epilepsy were considered pertinent. Most articles were published in the last three years (2014-2017) and focused on a region-wide setting. Out of all pertinent articles, 3 original algorithms for PD, 4 for MS, and 4 for epilepsy were identified. The Drug Prescription Database (DPD) and Hospital Discharge record Database (HDD) were used by almost all PD, MS, and epilepsy case-identification algorithms. The Exemption from healthcare Co-payment Database (ECD) was used by all PD and MS case-identification algorithms, while only 1 epilepsy case-identification algorithm used this source. All epilepsy case-identification algorithms were based on at least a combination of electroencephalogram (EEG) and drug prescriptions. An external validation had been performed by 2 papers for MS, 2 for epilepsy, and only 1 for PD. the results of our review highlighted the scarce use of HADs for the identification of cases affected by neurological diseases in Italy. While PD and MS algorithms are not so heterogeneous, epilepsy case-identification algorithms have increased in complexity over time. Further validations are needed to better understand the specific characteristics of these algorithms.